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s e c t o r  e x p e r t i s e

opportunities  
to excel

Taking data centre  
performance and  
profitability to the  
next level

d a t a  c e n t r e

For more information, contact your  
Armstrong representative or visit us at
ArmstrongFluidTechnology.com/datacentre

tm

Scan for  
more details 
online

aggressive targets and real  
solutions to get you there
Working in partnership, we can  
create a competitive advantage that 
benefits all aspects of your operation. 

design envelope chilled  
water integrated plant 
package (ipp)
This packaged system combines all the equipment needed to 
deliver chilled water at superior efficiency. The factory-assem-
bled plant includes pumps, integrated controls, water-cooled 
chillers and the requisite instrumentation, valves and sensors.

design envelope  
intelligent fluid  
management system (ifms) 
The Armstrong iFMS integrates pump and control technology 
into a single solution. iFMS is ideally suited for variable speed 
chilled-water plant applications. In combination with Parallel 
Sensorless control an iFMS saves 30% or more in energy over 
any other parallel pumping configuration  
available today.

design envelope  
4300 pumps
Pipe-mounted Vertical In-Line pumps with integrated, intelli-
gent controls for space-saving installation and superior energy 
performance. Save up to 75% in energy over comparable tradi-
tional constant speed or variable frequency operated pump in-
stallations. Vertical orientation and split-coupled design make 
service easy, minimizing downtime for repair or replacement.

key solutions

true performance



power utilization (pue)

You know your numbers, and you know the 
industry metrics. There are still opportuni-
ties to improve the efficiency of your cooling 
systems and reduce your costs.

For an average data center, 
the cost of just one minute 
of partial downtime is over 

$6000

D
ata center owners and man-
agers face a host of daunting 
market forces that demand 

expertise and decisive action. Armstrong 
has helped data centers at all Tier levels 
to address these challenges and succeed 
in a hyper-competitive environment.

we cool  
data centres

cost performance 
With increased confidence in your demand-response 
cooling capacity, you could reduce cooling costs by 
raising your server room temperature.

Studies suggest that every degree of increased 
temperature reduces cooling costs by

4.0%
Reduce your cooling costs by  
as much as 50%: 

•  Boost your cooling efficiencies  
by 25% to 50%

•  Save 25% to 50% on your utility bills

•  Reduce your carbon footprint

Your key solution: 
demand-based, high-
efficiency cooling 
enabled by Design 
Envelope technology

time-to-market
Every day added to your construction schedule is cost-
ly. Changing your construction process can shorten 
project timelines and reduce your time-to-market.

Estimated revenue losses for every day of 
construction delay

>$19,000
Packaged system assembly at our factory 
shortens your time-to-market. The completed 
system is factory pre-commissioned, reducing 
site commissioning time. You get single source 
responsibility. And your new facility will be up 
and running sooner than you thought.

Your key solution: 
Factory assembled 
packaged systems

Scan to learn 
more about this 
case study.

Your key solution:  
ECO*PulseTM hvac 
health management

compliance  
& public affairs
Data centers may soon be asked to report on 
energy usage and carbon footprint. Get ahead of 
legislative requirements by taking a leading role in 
both operating efficiency and reporting practices.

Data centers are one of the largest and fastest-
growing consumers of electricity. In the US 
alone, data centers use over 

91 billion
      kWh per year 

Maintain the efficiency of your cooling system and drive 
your key metrics with insightful and informative reports 
on cooling operations to help you reach your targets for 
efficiency and sustainability.

•  Maintain and protect your cooling efficiency

•  Document your performance and operating practices

Design Envelope technology, combined with our industry-
leading packaging capabilities gives you the performance 
and vendor support you need.

•  Maximize cooling system availability

•  Respond quickly to changing capacity  
and cooling requirements

•  Achieve high performance reliability and fast  
maintenance turnaround

Your key solution: 
Performance  
reliability and  
modular design

Redundancy is a key strategy for reaching your reliability and 
uptime metrics, but product quality and ease of maintenance 
reduce your maintenance work and increasing stability.

scalability
Invest upfront in adaptable, high-efficiency systems, so 
you can position your facility for sustained competitive 
advantage and better long-term financial performance.
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Design Envelope technology  
replaces mechanical components 
with electronics and software  
intelligence in order to:

Boost energy efficiency 

Downsize equipment 

Optimize part-load performance 

up to 70%
energy savings

energy 
savings reliability


